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International Coordination 
for the Eos Prograni 

by Lisa R. Shaffer, Science Applications International Corporation 

The Earth Observations International Coordination 
Working Group (EO-ICWG, or ICWG for short) was 
created in 1986 to coordinate Earth observation util
ization of the polar platforms foreseen at that time 
by NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA). It 
has expanded to include the Earth observations 
offices of the other two Space Station partners. 
Japan and Canada, as well as representatives of the 
operational organizations in each country /region, 
1.e .. NOAA (US). EUMETSAT (Europe). JMA (Japan), 
and the Dept. of the Environment (Canada) . The 
eleventh meeting of the ICWG was recently concluded 
in Ottawa, Canada. 

Operating under a charter developed and approved 
by all the participants in 1988, the group meets sev
eral limes a year. It addresses the polar platforms 
within the Space Station Program. as well as Space 
StaUon attached payloads. tile second (and subse
quent) NASA polar platform. the second (and subse
quent) ESA platforms. and the first Japanese polar 
platform. Its charter permits expansion to other 
payloads and platforms as agreed. This now 
includes the proposed NOAA common-interface free
flyer series for the afternoon operational payload. 

For the above-mentioned missions. ICWG 's objec
tives are promoting an integrated observing system 
which will advance the scientific understanding of 
the entire Earth system on a global scale and pro
moting the development of future operational ser
vices: promoting the continuity of operational ser
vices which are currently provided by the polar
orbiting NOAA satellites; and promoting effec tive 
use of Polar Platforms; all for a period of at least fif
teen years after the launch of the first Polar Plat
form. This is accomplished through frequent meet
ings at which informa tion is e.xchanged . and plans 
are coordinated and harmonized . 

To date. work has focussed on the coordinated 
Announcements of Opportunity which were issued 

in 1988 by NASA, ESA, and Japan; developrnellt c. '. 
strawman payload scenarios for planning pu rv o-...· "· 
now being refined in light of actual AO selectiolls . ! : 

continued platform definition; coordination of c : : : 
tal parameters such as altitude, equator cros sin~ 
time, etc.; examination of common instrument 11.: .. 
face issues and proposed resolutions; and oper;1!: :. 
and data policy. Arrangements for forma l ap;ellc -. 
commitments for the various cooperative elc11 1l·:. :, 
the programs (e .g .. provision of an instrumell l IJ\ .. : 
agency for another's platform) are an area or ;!(' 11·. · 
current effort. 

The ICWG serves as tile forum for develop in.~ t 111· 

international guidance necessary to make S ll rt· 

appropriately balance the participating agency 
ests and objectives with the limited resources :1._ 

ble. ICWG will provide management leve l co: 1'. : .. : 
resolution when necessary, for Earth obserT;1t: :. , 
cooperation. This process complements. bu t cl , .. , : . 
replace or compete with. the formal Space St ;11, , 
program management structure. ICWG will su: ; 
Space Station by developing a coordinated u t1;: ., 
tion plan for the Space Station polar pla tfon: h ,. , 
that the individual uUlization plans of each p.1 :·: · 
are compatible and consistent when they go t l1 r 
the formal utilization planning process . 

NASA's participation in ICWG is led by Dr. l l1 · 

Butler. Eos Program Scientist. and Mr. Ak:-.: : 
hov. Eos Program Manager. Mr. Wilfred S, ·1 1:: 
ior Englneer. Space Station O!Tice and rv1r . 1'. !. 
Brescia of NASA's International Affairs Oil, , · 
participa te. TI1 e next IC\VG meeting wUl be : . 
13-15. 1989 i11 Washington. 

For furth er informa tion. contact Lisa R SI: . 
SAIC. 400 Virg i.r1ia Ave .. SW. Suite 810 . \\ ',1 < 
DC 20024 , 202-479-0750. [LSHAFFER/!\'N-- ·. 
NASAMAIL . 
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A Condensed History of the Earth Observing System (Eos) 
by Renny Greenstone, McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company 

The Earth Observing System, Eos. had its founda
tions in the recommendations of an ad hoc NASA 
study group convened in 1981 to determine what 
cauld and should be done to satisfy integrated Earth 
science measurement needs. The group recom
mended that NASA consider the concept of a polar
orbiting platform to support a set of highly capable 
remote-sensing instruments for serving Earth 
science and applications. The study group (their 
activity was known as System Z) developed an 
implementation strategy which included recom
mendations for synergistic groupings of instru
ments and provided alternative concepts for instru
ment designs. The group also noted that the data 
system would ultimately be the key to mission suc
cess. NASA chose to go ahead with the implementa
tion of the System Z findings. and a Science and 
Mission Requirements Working Group (SMRWG) was 
formed. 

The charter of SMRWG was to examine the major 
Earth science questions for the 1990s and to define 
the requirements for low-Earth-orbit observations 
needed to answer these questions on a comprehen
sive multidisciplinary basis. As the study pro
ceeded. the Group found it essential to define an 
information system to meet ·the global needs of 
Earth science research. The report of the SMRWG 
was issued in 1984 and listed five basic recommen
dations concerning Earth Science in the 1990s: 

1. A program must be initiated to ensure that present 
tlme series of Earth science data are maintained and 
continued. Collection of new data sets should be 
initiated. 

2. A data system that provides easy, integrated. and 
complete access to past. present. and future data 
must be developed as soon as possible. 

3. A long-term research effort must be sustained to 
study and understand these time sertes of Earth 
observations. 

4. The Earth Observing System should be established 
as an information system to cany out those aspects 
of the above recommendations which go beyond 
existing and currently planned activities. 

5. The scientific direction of the Earth Observing 
System should be established and continued through 
an international scientific steering committee. 

Successor to the SMRWG has been the Eos Science 
Steering Committee (SSC). which issued a report in 
1987 summarizing the Eos mission concept as it had 
matured and also providing an overall implementa
tion strategy. The SSC noted that Eos is a part of an 
integrated scientific study of Earth which has come 
to be lrnown as Mission to Planet Earth. (In a 
roughly parallel study effort the Earth System Sci-

1 ences Committee (ESSC) had already laid out a co 
sponding broad strategy for progress in Earth scie 
built upon the recommendations of the various 
boards of the National Research Council and. in i: 
ticular, on the reports of the Committee on Earth 
ences of the Space Science Board.) The ESSC repo 
recognized Eos as the centerpiece of the future lm r 
mentation strategy. By proceeding to carry out tl · 
ESSC plan, including Eos. the SSC argued that ll 
would be possible to move from the bits and piece: 
single-discipline research to a comprehensive u n 
standing of the Earth that wUl be the basis for ;1 r 
casting capability that will guide mankind In tl 1t: 
wise development of our home planet. 

The Eos concepl. as defined by the SMRWG. calls 
the deployment of the Eos space segment in U1 c 11 
1990s. with growth in the number and quality or 
remote-sensing capabilities into the ftrst decade 
the twenty-first century. Ultimately, there wi ll l: 
four polar space platforms in low-Earth orbit. t\, 
provided by the U.S. (NASA). one by the Europe,11 
Space Agency (ESA), and one by the Japanese Sp. 
Development Agency (NASDA) . The NASA plat! 
will be in sun-synchronous orbit at 705 kilom('1, 
crossing the equator in the afternoon and the l·::
platform will be in sun-synchronous orbit a t r 
crossing the equator in the morning. The fu ll :._ 
is lo operate long enough to acquire lime scr tt:s < 

requisite Earth observation data of at leas t tcr1 ! 
duration with many of the crucial measurenwn1 
being obtained for a period of fifteen years . In ,11 
tion to the low-Earth polar-orbiting platform ~. 
has the opportunity to place a limited num l.)(_: r rJ 

Earth-viewing instruments as attached payl o; 1tl 
the low-declination orbiting Space Station f rtT t' 

Every planning group. starting with System Z. t l: 
has addressed the development of Eos has strc~sc 
the importance of providing a major data and 111 
mation system . . Responding to this guidance. :1r · 
organization formally called EosDIS (for Eos u 
and Information System) has been set into bc\111 

The EosDIS will have both centralized and c! tst 
uted facilities and will provide for both con uri:1 
and control of the flight instruments and for t l i· 
cessing of data from them. It will also be th e , <' 

source for the distribution of data from bot h t l1t' 
instruments and the Eos scientific researcl 1 t;.1, 
the instrument data. It will provide acc es.-; I, ,i t 

Earth science and applications research ('ci11::! 1 
to all Eos data and to the results of research •., Ii 
makes use of this data. EosDIS will be un iq1 ;(' 1: 
unprecedented volume of data it must prcx·t· ..... , ., 
speed with which it must accomplish thh, :: 
mission. 

The SMRWG defined four maJ or Earth sc IL' 1 .· .. , 
areas that should be addressed by Eos: tl 1t· '. . . · '. 
cycle. biogeochemical cycles. cllmatolo.~1, , : ; ; 
cesses, and geophysical processes. Exarn; : ... , , .: 



nature of these study areas follow. The study of the 
hydrologic cycles requires investigation of the pro
cesses of precipitation, evaporation, evapotranspi
ration, and runoff on a global basis; also investiga
tion of the effects of sea and land ice. The study of 
the biogeochemical cycles requires investigation of 
the cycling of carbon, nitrogen. phosphorus, sulfur, 
and trace metals, and the investigation of transport 
of tropospheric gases and aerosols and determina
tion of the strengths of their sources and sinks. The 
study of climatological processes requires investiga
tion of the variability of incoming solar radiation 
and outgoing terrestrial radiation. investigation of 
the modes of large-scale and low-frequency variabil
ity of meteorological variables such as wind. pres
sure. temperature. cloudiness. and precipitation. 
Finally, the study of geophysical processes requires 
investigation of atmospheric, oceanic. and solid
Earth processes. 

The SMRWG defined a conceptual Eos payload which 
was grouped into three packages plus a data relay 
capability to illustrate the synergistic relations that 
would exist among the instruments. The three pack
ages were the surface imaging and sounding package. 
the sensing with active microwaves package, and the 
atmospheric physical and chemical monitors pack
age. Within the three packages were active and pas
sive instruments, operating in the visible/infrared 
regions and in the microwave region. 

As an approach to iinplementing the SMRWG recom
mendations. NASA defined six major research 
instruments that would be developed by NASA and 
serve as Research Facilities whose data would be 
made available to Eos investigators for interdiscip
linary studies. These Research Facility instruments 
were the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrome
ter. the High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer. the 
Synthetic Aperture Radar, the Atmospheric Infrared 
Sounder, the Geodynamics Laser Ranging system. 
and the Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder. Other 
instrument concepts were also defined by NASA and 
offered as opportunities to members of the interna
tional scientific community to propose their 
development. 

An Announcement of Opportunity (AO) to propose 
investigations for the Eos program was issued in 
January 1988. A Background Information Package 
that accompanied the AO contained extensive con
ceptual descriptions of the Research Facility instru
ments in the form of reports by specially commis
sioned Eos science study panels. In addilion. the AO 
ref erred prospective instrument investigators to the 
Eos Science Steering Committee report for descrip
tions of instruments that might be proposed to make 
up the rest of the candidate payloads for the four Eos 
platforms. In responding to the AO. proposers could 
offer to be interdisciplinary investigators. typically 
carrying out the sorts of studies that had been 
defined by the SMRWG as key Earth science study 
areas; or they could propose to be members of 
Research Facility teams formed bv NASA to provide 
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scientific guidance for the development of the NASA 
Research Facility instruments and to analyze and 
interpret data from them: or they could be instru
ment developers for the non-Facility instruments 
who must propose to carry out scientific investiga
tions with data from their instruments. 

The Eos selection process was completed in February 
1989 with six Team Leaders (and corresponding Tean 
Members) for the six NASA Research Facility Instru
ments. 24 Instrument Principal Investigators, and 2E 
Interdisciplinary Investigation Principal Investiga
tors notified of their selection to participate in defi
nition-phase investigations for Eos. At about the 
same time as the selection process was taking place. 
NASA recognized the need to have a radar all1n1elcr 
on board the platforms for ocean surface altimetry 
and so the microwave radar altimeter ALT was addec 
to the payload with a corresponding Research Facil
ity Team. The Japanese instruments, Intermediate 
and Thermal Inf rared Radiometer and Advanced 
Microwave Sounding Radiometer. are also designate 
Research Facility Instruments and have correspond 
ing Research Facility Teams. The definition phase i: 
to last eighteen months after which time a selected 
number of Investigators will be chosen to stay on for 
the execution phase of Eos. Team Leaders and Princi 
pal Investigators make up the members of the Inves
tigator Working Group. which has been formed lo gt, 
scientific guidance to the Eos Project. Coordination 
with the international partners is achieved through 
the International Coordination Working Group 
(ICWG). whose members will include the Program S< 
enlists and Managers from NASA. ESA. and Jap:rn 
and representatives from NOAA. Canada. and the 
European Meteorological Satellite program. 
Eumetsat. 

Following the notifications of selection that went o 
to 154 Principal Investigators, Team Members and 
Team Leaders. the Eos Project Office convened U1e 
first Eos "all-hands" investigators meeting. This 
meeting took place in mid March at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center and provided the first opportu
nity for all investigators to meet each other and to 
meet members of the Eos Program OIT!ce (NASA 
Headquarters) and of the Eos Project Office (Goddar 
Space Flight Center and Jet Propulsion Laboratory) 
This was also the opportunity to gain further ins igl 
into the Project management structure and to lea n 
what is being planned for the Eos Data and Inform; 
t!on System (EosDIS). In both formal and infon11;i 
settings the investigators were able to learn each ot 
ers' plans for instrument development and for 
research studies that wlll place requirements 011 t I 1 

instruments. In a sense this was also the first meet 
Ing of the Investigators Working Group. which L5 a 
body that will continue to serve as an advisory gro1 
to the Eos Project. 

Eos is now underway and carrying out those st eps 
that are necessary to assure its "New Start" in fi sc;, 
year 1991. 
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The Need for Real-Time Response to Eos Data 
and the Targetting of High Resolution Instruments 

by Peter Mouginis-Mark 
University of Hawaii 

Many of the interdisciplinary experiments to be car
rted out by Eos will involve imaging sequences that 
can be designed several months. or even years. prtor 
to their acquisition. A key aspect of many oceanic, 
atmosphertc. and biophysical experiments lies in 
obtaining long time sertes data sets to identify and 
interpret changes on a monthly to decade timescale. 
In many instances. use of the high spatial resolution 
instruments to study the ocean or land will be pro
grammed weeks in advance to image targets known 
at that early time of planning. 

While many of the solid earth investigations have 
less stringent requirements for repetitive data. a sec
ond set of geology experiments require time-crttical, 
high resolution. observations on a timescale of a few 
hours to a couple of days in order to study transient 
phenomena. One such Eos interdisciplinary investi
gation is designed to study dynamic volcanic erup
tions and their effects on the atmosphere ("A Global 
Assessment of Active Volcanism, Volcanic Hazards, 
and Volcanic Inputs to the Atmosphere from the 
Earth Observing System", PI: Peter Mouginis-Mark, 
University of Hawail). Compounding the problem of 
imaging these volcanic events. which may only last 
a week or so, is the fact that volcanoes erupt quite 
infrequently and may occur in many unexpected 
places around the world. 

The procedure to study volcanic eruptions may well 
drtve the broader Earth Science Community's abil
ity to request the rapid acquisition of data that have 
not been planned for months In advance. In the case 
of the volcanology studies. first an eruption (either 
the eruption of a lava flow on the flanks of a vol
cano, or the explosive injection of an eruption plume 
into the atmosphere) must be automatically identi
fied from the synoptic data set. It seems likely that 
MODIS-N will play a key role in this detection and 
eruption alert procedure, since both thermal ano
malies (spikes in the near-IR flux) and eruption 
plumes (anomalous locations and/ or colors and 
structures) may be identilled without the need for an 
operator to review all of the data stream as it is 
obtained. Once an eruption alert is generated, a 
means will have to be developed wherein Eos collects 
target specillc high resolution data from HIRIS. 
mR/TIGER and SAR to enable the analysis of physi
cal processes. These targets are likely to be -20 x 20 
km in extent for a lava flow. but may extend over 
several hundred kilometers in the case of an erup
tion plume. Other data will also be required for spe
cific volcanic events. such as the analysis of erup
tion plume height and topography by GlRS and 
MISR the analysis of volcanic gases by TES and 
SAGE III, and the study of surface deformations with 
GLRS. It is likely that data management will be a 

pressing issue in such investigations. Although 
imaging scenartos for studying either lava-product 
(effusive) eruptions and explosive eruptions may be 
developed before a specific example is Identified, th 
implementation of this scenarto for a real eruptio r. 
will most likely challenge the sequencing and targ( 
ing capabilities of the different sensors. 

The quick-look, quick-response capabUlly for Eos 
described here will not only be required for the vol 
nology experiment. Hurricane damage along coast 
lines, flooding of rivers, monitoring forest fires or 
spills. and the investigation of landslide damage. 1 
cler surges and the results of earthquake will also 
require such a capability. Many of these phenome 
occur in unexpected parts of the world and have a 
major impact over areas of a few hundred to thou
sand square kilometers. but last for only a few day 
or weeks. Monitoring the change in size of forest 
fires such as those that swept through Yellowstom 
1988, or the migration of the oil spUl off the Alas~ 
coast in Spring 1989, will require that data be 
obtained as early as possible durtng the course of t 
event so that the initial conditions and rate of c1 

can be determined. It is thus paramount that Em, 
EosDIS develop the ability to enable previously 
unprogrammed targets to be imaged by Eos wlthlr 
few days. otherwise the data for these events will l 
lost. 

Obviously such flexibility requires rapid through 
of quick-look synoptic data within EosDIS and tl . 
ability of the investigator to command data acqul~ 
tions in a matter of hours after the target is ldenli
fied. Scheduling and implementation prtorlties fc. 
the Eos instruments will thus have to be flexible tc 
both permit transient events to be studied and ena· 
the planned data sequences to be obtained at the 1 

available opportunity. No doubt lively dlscuss1o 
will artse when an important ocean or biosphere 
data-take cannot be obtained because the sensor~ 
repointed to study a new eruption plume or lava : 
that threatens some remote part of the world. Rt 
ing such issues will no doubt be one of the many t 
pleasures and challenges of the interdlsclplina r: 
nature of Earth System Science during the next 
decade. 

Submitted to the Eos Newsletter by: 

Peter J. Mouginis-Mark 
Planetary Geosciences Division 
2525 Correa Road 
Honolulu, Hawall 96822 
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Eos Update 
Schedule of Meetings 

Date: July 5-7. 1989 
Location: GSFC, Greenbelt. Maryland 
Topic: MODIS Facility Team Instrument Meeting 

Date: July 20, 1989 
Location: Denver Sheraton. Colorado 
Topic: Science Executive Committee Meeting 

Date: August 9-11, 1989 
Location: MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama 
Topic: LAWS Facility Instrument Team Meeting 

Date: September 6-8, 1989 
Location: Boulder. Colorado 
Topic: HIRIS Facility Instrument Team Meeting 

Date: October 10. 1989 
Location: JPL. Pasadena, California 
Topic: Hydrological _Panel Meeting 

(contact Eric BaiTon, Chairman) 

Date: October 11-13, 1989 
Location: CalTech. Pasadena. California 
Topic: Second Meeting of the IWG 

Date: October 17-20. 1989 
Location: JPL. Pasadena, California 
Topic: TOPEX Science Team 

Acronyms 
ADEOS = Advanced Earth Observing Satellite 
Eos = Earth Observing System 
Eos-A. C, E = first platform and replacements 
Eos-B, D. F = second platform and replacements 
EosDIS = Eos Data and Information System 
EPOP = European Polar Orbiting Platform (Eos) 
ERS-1 = Earth Remote-sensing Satellite (ESA) 
ESA = European Space Agency 
ESSC = Earth System Sciences Committee 
GREM = Geopotential Research Explorer Mission 
GSFC = Goddard Space Flight Center 
ICWG = International Coordination Working Group 
JERS-1 = Japanese Earth Remote-sensing Satellite 
JPL = Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JPOP = Japanese Polar Orbiting Platform (Eos) 
MSFC = Marshall Space Flight Center 
NPOP = NASA Polar Orbiting Platform (Eos) 
NSCAT = NASA Scatterometer 
Radarsat = Radar Satellite 
SMRWG = Science and Mission Requirements 

Working Group 
SIR-C = Spacebome Imaging Radar-C 
SSC = Eos Science Steering Committee 
TOPEX/Poseidon = Topography Experiment 
UARS = Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 
XSAR = X-band SAR (DFVLR) 
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Earth Observer 
Launch Schedule 

ERS-1 October, l 9SX) 

UARS September, 199 1 • 

SIR-C/X-SAR .1st flight February, 1992 

JERS-1 February, 1992 

TOPEX/Poseidon June, 1992 

GREM 1992 

SIR-C/X-SAR. 2nd flight March. 1993 

Radarsat April, 1994 

SIR-C/X-SAR, 3rd flight 1994 

NSCAT/ADEOS February, 1995 

Eos-A December. 1996 

EPOP -lA 1996 

Eos-B December. 1998 

JPOP 1998 

Eos-C 2001 

Eos-D 2003 

• tight launch window due to desire to cover two 
northern hemisphere winters in the expected 18 
month lifetime of UARS 

Flight Delays 
As a result of the large number of contribuUons l 
the newsletter this month, the increased activit:> 
preparing for the NAR. and further scheduling cc 
firmation needed for upcoming flights, the airer 
story mentioned in the May issue of The Earllt 
Obseroer has been delayed until later this sumrn 

If you and/ or your colleagues are planning to ny 
related experiments this summer or even In th e 
year, we would llke to hear from you. Please se n 
a short summary of the goals of your experi..l 11t' 11 
list of instruments that you plan to use, and yoi , 
approximate flight dates and locations. We h o p 
include this information as an ongoing series i 

Earth Obseroer. 



Letters 
to the Editors 

The Earth Observer welcomes letters to the Editors 
on subjects relevant to Eos and the Earth scii::nce 
community. We reserve the right to edit letters when 
necessary in order to permit a greater number of 
views to be expressed. Questions of general interest 
may also be answered .through this column. Letters 
should be mailed to the editor or sent via telemail 
(addresses below) by the tenth of the month in order 
to appear in the next newsletter. In the interest of 
fostering communication on the mission. we will 
give equal lime (and space) to oppostng opl.il.ions. We 
know you're out there; we'd like to hear from you! 

Note From the Editors: 
If you would like to include anything in this newslet
ter. please send it to Marguerite Schier. the edltor. 
preferably via telemail. by the 10th of the month. 
The newsletter will be released monthly. mailed on 
the first of the month (assuming no problems at the 
printer!). The newsletter will also be available on 
the GSFCMAIL Eos bulletin board and on a JPL VAX. 

· If you would like to receive a copy of the newsletter. 
please phone the Eos Support Office at Birch and 
Davis Associates, Inc. at (301) 589-6760 wtth your 
address and tclernail address, 

NOTE: Tile editor ls on Ute move -- watclt Utls space 
for further updates on my whereabouts. 

Editor: 

Marguerite Schier 
Mail Stop 180-404 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, Callfornla 
(818) 354-2618 or FTS 792-2618 
[MSYVERTSON/GSFCMAIL)GSFC/USA 

Executive Editors: 

Dr. JoBea Cimino 
Mail Stop 300-233 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, California 91109 
(818) 354-8825 or -8157, or FTS 792-8825 or -8157 
[JOBEJ\CIMINO/J.P.L.)TELEMAlL/USA 

Dr. Darrel Williams 
Code 623 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt. MD 20771 
(301) 286-8860 or FTS 888-8860 
[DLWILL1AMS/GSFCMAIL]GSFC/USA 
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Back Issues 
To access computer files of the old Issues of U1ls new: 
letter as well as files of information related to Eos. 
please log onto the JPL VAX as described below. Thi '. 
is a read-only user area. If you have lnput to U1 ese 
files. please send it via telemall to the editor or execi 
tive editors of this newsletter. 

VAX prompts are shown in italics. Pltone nwn/Jer is 
for 1200 baud. 

Phone number: (818) 354-7627 
Enter Usen1ame: Eos 
Local: C JPLMRS (JPL IIAN users : type 

C MRSV AX and continue from here) 
Usemame: EOSINFO 
Password: (please call the editor) 
To log off: W or BYE 

700 = 705? 
by Daren Casey 

Well ls lt the Eos 700 km orbit. or the Eos 705 km 
orbit? Both are correct. If you are lnterested In tlw 
repeat cycle of the orbit you would say U1at th e an· r 
age semi-major axis ls 700 km greater than the eq 11 

torial radius of the earth. resulting ln a 16 d ay n ·1w 
If you are concerned with the platform allllud r. y o1 1 

would say it's 705 km at U1e equator. 'I11e chart IJf' l, 
illustrates these two viewpoints. The semi-major 
axis (a) of the orbit varies bet ween 69 1 and 709 k111 
above the earth's equatorial radius (R). but h as a11 
average value of 700 km. The geodetic a!Ulud e (;wt 1 

height above the surlace) ranges from 705 to 7 l 7 k: . 
in the northern hemisphere (the first half of one 
orbit) and from 705 to 730 km ln the souU1em lt c11 11 

sphere. (These differences are due to the orlenL1 th J1 
of the orbit with respect to tl1e earth - the polnt uf 
closest approach (perigee) ls near the north pole .) 
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